Electromagnetic wave scattering from and penetration into layered bodies are usually analysed by using coupled surface integral equations associated with all the interfaces between their homogeneous layers. In this paper, a procedure is proposed where the global system of integral equations is reduced to a system only containing the unknowns relative to one interface, with the unknowns for the other interfaces being obtained by recursion. This yields a substantially more efficient numerical computation as compared with available computation techniques based on coupled integral equations.
Introduction
Classical coupled integral equations employ two unknown vector functions, namely, the electric and the magnetic current densities, over the surfaces of the bodies and over each interface between their homogeneous regions. In order to alleviate the numerical computation effort required to determine the electromagnetic field in the presence of layered bodies, reduced surface single integral equations in only one unknown vector function over one interface have been developed, first for two-dimensional structures [1, 2] and, more recently, for three-dimensional fields [3] . In this paper, we formulate reduced surface equations based on the familiar coupled integral equations which could be more useful than the single integral equations for the field analysis at frequencies close to internal resonant frequencies. A system of two integral equations in two unknown vector functions associated with only one interface is derived below.
Reduced surface coupled integral equations
Consider a three-dimensional multilayered dielectric body as described in Figure 1 . Let us define the electric (e) and the magnetic (m) surface current densities over the boundary S i  S i+1 of the region V i , i = 1,2,…,n − 1, in the form (the position vector r is omitted in formulas)
with E i and H i in the region V i , and with E n and H n in the region V n . In the absence of true field sources inside the body, the tangential components of the electric field intensity can be expressed in the form
and
for i = n −1, n − 2,…1; I is the identity operator and the
and the integral in Equation (7) taken in principal value when S q ≡ S p . The tangential components of the magnetic field intensity have similar expressions. By applying the continuity conditions at the interfaces S i , i = n, n − 1,…,2, and
one obtains a system of surface integral equations in the electric and the magnetic surface current densities over all the interfaces (the tangential component of the scattered field intensity n × E sc is expressed as in Equation (6) 
for i = n, n − 1, …, 2, with M i e,m and N i e,m being some surface integral operators; then, two "reduced" coupled equations are, finally, derived by imposing the conditions in Equations (10) at the outermost surface S 1 , namely,
The solution of this "reduced" system gives J n e and J n m over S 1 in terms of the incident field and of the operators M e, m and N e, m . Equations (11) are, then, used to obtain the electric and the magnetic currents over all the interfaces. The scattered field and the field within any layer of the body can now easily be computed. For comparison purposes, we present reduced single integral equations in the next Section.
Reduced surface single integral equations
These equations are constructed by using only one unknown function associated with each interface, for instance an electric current density J i , i = 1, 2,…, n, which is directly related to the actual electric and magnetic current densities on the respective interface. Two reduced equations have been derived in [3] for J 1 over the outermost surface S 1 (see Figure 1 ), an electric field integral equation and a magnetic field integral equation. The former is expressed as
The other equation has a similar form. T i e and T i m are operators defined by the relationships
The following recursions exist for i = 1, 2, …, n − 1 :
with
Once T 1 e and T 1 m are derived from Equations (15)- (18), J 1 is obtained from Equation (13) and, if necessary, all the other J i 's by recursion (see Equation (17)).
Computational efficiency and conclusion
Construction of the discretized operators M i e, m and N i e, m in
Equations (11) and of the system of equations (12) requires 27(n-1) operator-operator multiplications and 2(n-1) operator inversions. To find J n e and J n m from Equations (12) one has to solve a dense matrix equation. In order to construct the operators T i e, m and R i+1 in Equations (15)- (17) and the reduced single integral equation (13) one has to perform 9n-7 operator-operator multiplications and n-1 operator inversions. J 1 in Equation (13) is obtained by solving a dense matrix equation whose size is half of that in the reduced coupled integral equation method. Assuming the same number of discretization elements for all the interfaces in both methods and counting only the number of matrix-matrix multiplications and inversions, the amount of computation for a body with n=2 layers would be roughly 2.5 times greater for the reduced coupled equations method than for the reduced single equation method. This increases to a maximum of about 2.9 times when increasing the number of layers. But, for same accuracy of the results, a denser discretization of the interfaces is required when using coupled equations. However, the application of the reduced coupled equations is recommended for the solution at frequencies close to resonant frequencies. On the other hand, the solution of the global sparse system from Equations (4)-(10), without using the reduction procedure presented, always requires a substantially greater amount of computation which increases with n 2 , while in the reduced equations approach it is roughly proportional to n.
